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Let me also prepare the groundwork for what I hope will be full and frank reader comments, by acknowledging that this
issue is controversial. Please upgrade your browser. Despite having stopped taking Teva's drug, Richards says he
continues to have spasms several times a day. You are are free republish it so long as you do the following:. Buehler of
the F. Everything felt normal again," he says. In April , the agency stated that Teva's generic was "bioequivalent and
therapeutically equivalent to A pharmacy might stock one generic for a few months, and then switch to another a few
months later, if the store is offered a better deal on it. It was kind of like, 'fwomp,' right through my head," he says.
Newsletter Sign Up Continue reading the main story Please verify you're not a robot by clicking the box. Comments
powered by Disqus. How We Compiled Trump Town. The next thing Richards remembers was calling out to his wife,
who scooped him up and drove him to the emergency room. But there is a gnawing concern among some doctors and
researchers that certain prescription generic drugs may not work as well as their brand-name counterparts.Aug 18, - I
went to pick up my bupropion sr made by Mylan pharmaceuticals (which I have taken over a year with great results and
minimal side effects). They had refilled my prescription with Sandoz brand. I told her about the problems I had had in
the past with different generics, and she totally agreed with me that What is the difference between Wellbutrin and its.
Oct 26, - When I was on it, I was switched from the name brand stuff to a generic per my insurance company and while
I went into it firmly believing that generics are the same as the original and wasn't concerned, it stopped working for me
entirely. Wellbutrin specifically, I found afterwards, has had problems with the. Mar 26, - This was about five years ago,
and the number of complaints for generic Wellbutrin was After one report took me two hours to complete, I gave up and
tried to make the rest of the reports by phone. However, because most of the cases were children who were being
prescribed Wellbutrin for ADHD, they. Jun 26, - To keep his anxiety under control, Peter, a year-old government
employee, relied for nine years on a blue-and-white pill he popped every night before bed: Cymbalta, made by Eli Lilly
& Co. When a generic version came on the market, offering the chance to save money, he switched. It didn't work out.
Oct 14, - If you or a loved one takes Sun Pharmaceuticals' generic brand of Wellbutrin, the well known antidepressant
drug, be advised that the manufacturer has issued a recall ahead of the FDA. Over 30, bottles of the generic medication
are being recalled due to problems with the dissolution specifications. My doctor will not prescribe generic Wellbutrin
XL but my insurance will no longer pay for brand name drugs. I will have to pay about $ per yer for what I am taking
now (3 of the mg Wellbutrin XL brand name per day). I am reading that the problem with the generics is the time release
mechanis. Sep 24, - But after taking Budeprion XL , a generic form of brand-name Wellbutrin XL, Lynn, who is from
New York, said she noticed over time that the drug wasn't They were having stomach problems, insomnia, just a whole
range of side effects, and it just wasn't clearing up their depression the way the brand. Dec 10, - I am glad you raised this
question. Bupropion is the generic or chemical name of the drug and Budeprion and Wellbutrin are brand names. Drugs
can have. Oct 5, - Oct. 5, -- The FDA has withdrawn its approval of Teva Pharmaceutical's Budeprion XL mg tablets, a
generic version of GSK's Wellbutrin XL extended-relief antidepressant. The FDA action comes five years after patients
complained of headaches and returning depression after switching from. Oct 4, - At four hours, the Teva product
released nearly half of its ingredients, while original Wellbutrin released 25 percent. The generic did not act like a
once-a-day formula but more like an immediate release formula," Dr. Todd Cooperman, Consumer Lab's president,
stated. Cooperman said the problems arose.
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